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1. Craig’s Interpolation Theorem [Cra57]

Definition. Let F and G be first-order formulas such that F |= G .
A Craig-Lyndon interpolant of F and G is a first-order formula H
such that
1. F |= H |= G .

2. A predicate occurs positively (negatively) in H only if it occurs
positively (negatively) in both F and G .

3. A function occurs in H only if it occurs in both F and G .

p ∧ q |= q |= q ∨ r

2. Definiens Computation as Interpolation

The following statements are equivalent:
• F |= ∀x (p(x)↔ H), where p does not occur in H .

• H is an interpolant of F ∧ p(x) and ¬(F{p 7→ p′} ∧ ¬p′(x)).

Rationale: F∧p(x) |= H iff F |= p(x)→H iff F |= ∀x (p(x)→H) ...

3. Construction of First-Order Craig Interpolants

• Basic approach: extract of H from a proof of F |= G

• Elegant tableau-based method in the textbooks [Smu68; Fit95]

• Used as basis in works on query reformulation [TW11; Ben+16]
• But hardly considered in automated reasoning, e.g., [BJ15; KV17]

• Principal limitation of resolution/superposition observed in [KV17]:
There is no lower bound on the number of quantifier alterations in
interpolants of a universal and an existential formula. Existing methods
fail, e.g., on ∀x p(r , x) |= ∃y∀x p(y , x) |= ∃y p(y , b)

Question: How to extract interpolants from clausal tableaux?

4. Clausal Tableaux [Let99a] (aka Clause Tableaux [Häh01])

Definition. A clausal tableau for a clausal formula F is a finite
ordered tree whose nodes N with exception of the root are labeled with
a first-order literal, denoted by lit(N), such that: For each node N the
disjunction of the labels of all its children in their left-to-right order,
denoted by clause(N), is an instance of a clause in F .

A node N is called closed if and only if it has an ancestor N ′ with
lit(N ′) = lit(N). With a closed node N , a particular such ancestor
N ′ is associated as the value of target(N). A tableau is called closed
if and only if all of its leaves are closed.

The universal closure of a clausal formula F (with at least one con-
stant) is unsatisfiable if and only if there exists a closed clausal
tableau for F , if and only if there exists a closed ground clausal
tableau for F , where the terms are formed from functions in F .

∀x ((p(a) ∨ p(b))
∧ (¬p(x) ∨ q(x))
∧ ¬q(x)) |= ⊥

p(a)

¬p(a) q(a)

¬q(a)

p(b)

¬p(b) q(b)

¬q(b)

• Distinguishing features

• from resolution: clauses are not recombined
• from Smullyan/Fitting tableaux: Skolemization, only clausal formulas

• Many efficient methods for automated theorem proving can be
viewed as constructing a clausal tableau

• model elimination [Lov69], connection method [Bib81], Prolog
technology theorem prover [Sti88] with systems like PTTP [Sti88]
and SETHEO [Gol+94] and the living systems leanCoP [Ott10] with
recent derivations [Kal15; KU15] and CM [DW97; Wer16]
• bottom-up tableau construction SATCHMO [BM88], Hypertableaux

[BFN96] with systems such as SATCHMO [BM88] and E-KRHyper
[PW07]. (Today used for DL reasoners [MSH09])
• many instance-based methods [BT10]

5. Interpolant Extraction from Clausal Ground Tableaux

Definition. A colored clausal tableau for Fred and Fblue is a
clausal tableau for Fred∪Fblue whose nodes N , with exception of the
root are labeled additionally with color(N) ∈ {red, blue} such that
if N ′ is a child of N , then clause(N) is an instance of a clause in
Fcolor(N ′).

Definition. ipol(N) is defined inductively for all nodes N of a
closed colored clausal ground tableau:

i. If N is a leaf, then ipol(N) depends on color(N) and
color(target(N)):

color(N) color(target(N)) ipol(N)

red red ⊥
red blue lit(N)

blue red lit(N)
blue blue >

ii. If N is an inner node with children N1, . . . ,Nn, then ipol(N)
depends on the children’s color:

color(N1) ipol(N)

red
∨n

i=1 ipol(Ni)

blue
∧n

i=1 ipol(Ni)

Underlying Property. For all nodes N : ipol(N) is a Craig-Lyndon
interpolant of Fred ∧ branchred(N) and ¬Fblue ∨ branchblue(N),
where branchColor (N) is the conjunction of the literal labels of Color
nodes on the branch to N (including N).

6. Example: Interpolant from Clausal Ground Tableaux

(p ∨ q) ∧ (¬s ∨ r) ∧ s
|= p ∨ (q ∧ r)
|= (p ∧ t) ∨ ¬t ∨ (q ∧ r)
≡ ¬((¬p ∨ ¬t) ∧ t ∧ (¬q ∨ ¬r))

p∨(q∧r)

p p

¬p p ¬t >

t >

q q∧r

¬q q ¬r r

r r ¬s ⊥

s ⊥

7. Lifting of Ground Interpolants

Conjecture. Let F ′,G ′ be clausal ground formulas obtained from
first-order formulas F ,¬G by Skolemization, clausification, copying
clauses and instantiation. If H ′ is an interpolant of F ′ and G ′, then
an interpolant H of F and G can be obtained as

Q1x1 . . .Qnxn H ′{tn 7→ xn, . . . , t1 7→ x1},
where t1, . . . , tn are the outermost terms in H ′ whose principal func-
tor hi is a Skolem function, ordered such that if ti is a subterm of tj

then i < j , and Qi = ∃ (Qi = ∀) if hi was introduced with F ′ (G ′).

∀x∃y p(x , y) ≡ ∃f ∀x p(x , f (x))
|= ∀x∃y p(x , y)
|= ∀x∃y p(x , y) ≡ ¬∃g∀v ¬p(g , v)

∀x ∃y p(g , f (g)){f (g) 7→ x , g 7→ y}

p(g ,f (g))

p(g , f (g)) p(g ,f (g))

¬p(g , f (g)) p(g ,f (g))

8. Access Interpolation [Ben+16]

Definition. RQFO formulas (FOL with Relativized Quantifiers)
[Ben+16] are generated by

F ::= > | ⊥ | F ∧ F | F ∨ F | ∀v (¬R ∨ F ) | ∃v (R ∧ F ),

where v is a (possibly empty) sequence of variables and relativizer R
is a relational first-order atom in which all members of v do occur.

∀x (¬p(x) ∨ ∃y (q(x , y) ∧ >))

• The arguments of R not in v are “inputs”, those in v “outputs”

• RQFO formulas can be “evaluated” with respect to finite relations

A binding pattern is a triple 〈Quantifier ,Predicate, InputPositions〉.

The binding patterns of the example are 〈∀, p, {}〉 and 〈∃, q, {1}〉

A binding pattern is covered by another one with same quantifier
and predicate and a subset of input positions.

〈∃, q, {1, 2}〉 is covered by 〈∃, q, {1}〉

Definition. Let F and G be RQFO sentences such that F |= G .
An access interpolant of F and G is a Craig-Lyndon H interpolant
of F and G such that
1. H is an RQFO sentence.

2. Every universal (existential) binding pattern of H is covered by
an universal (existential) binding pattern of F (G ).

• Foundation of query reformulation [Ben+16]

• Definability is in the database context called determinacy

• Related: [Mar07; NSV10; Bor+10; TW11; BBC13; BCT14; HTW15]

• Generalizes Otto interpolation [Ott00]

• Constructive existence proof based on S/F tableaux [Ben+16]

Question: Can clausal tableaux be applied to access interpolation?

• Approach: simulating Smullyan/Fitting tableaux

9. Structure Preserving Clausification of RQFO Formulas

Definition (Sketch). For all subformula positions p of RQFO F :
• Let Dp = dp(xp), where dp is a fresh predicate and xp are the

free variables of F |p.

• Define def⊗p (F ) for ⊗ ∈ {→,←} depending on the form of
F |p, e.g., > Dp ⊗>

G ∧ H ∀xp (Dp ⊗ Dp1 ∧ Dp2)
∃x (R ∧ G ) ∀xp (Dp ⊗ ∃x (R ∧ Dp1)).

Define DEF→(F ) def= dε ∧
∧

p∈Positions(F ) def←p (F ).

DEF←(F ) def= ¬dε ∧
∧

p∈Positions(F ) def→p (F ).

Let {p0, . . . , pm} = Positions(F ) and {q0, . . . , qn} = Positions(G )

F |= H |= G
iff ∃dp1 . . . ∃dpm DEF→(F ) |= H |= ¬∃eq1 . . . ∃eqn DEF←(G )
iff DEF→(F ) |= H |= ¬DEF←(G )

Clausification of DEF→(F ) ∪ DEF←(G ) (with Skolemization ap-
plied to each conjunct individually) yields clauses of certain forms
(V(F ) is the set of variables in F , σp and γq map to Skolem terms):

1 Dε 9 ¬Eε
2 ¬Dp 10 Eq

3 ¬Dp ∨ Dp1 V(Dp1) ⊆ V(Dp) 11 Eq ∨ ¬Eq1 ∨ ¬Eq2

4 ¬Dp ∨ Dp2 V(Dp2) ⊆ V(Dp) 12 Eq ∨ ¬Eq1

5 ¬Dp∨Dp1∨Dp2 V(Dp1) ∪ V(Dp2) ⊆ V(Dp) 13 Eq ∨ ¬Eq2

6 ¬Dp∨¬Rp∨Dp1 V(Dp1) ⊆ V(Dp) ∪ V(Rp), 14 Eq ∨ Qqγq
V(Rp) ∪ V(Dp1) ⊆ V(Dp) ∪ vp

7 ¬Dp ∨ Rpσp V(Rpσp) ⊆ V(Dp) 15 Eq ∨ ¬Eq1γq
8 ¬Dp ∨ Dp1σp V(Dp1σp) ⊆ V(Dp) 16 Eq ∨ ¬Qq ∨ ¬Eq1

10. Interpolant Construction for RQFO Formulas

T (F ) is the set of ground terms that occur as atom argument in F .

T (∀x p(x , f (y), a, g(b))) = {a, g(b)}

Definition. Let F and G be RQFO formulas such that F |= G .
Let T be a colored ground tableau for two clausal formulas obtained
by clausifying DEF→(F ) and DEF←(G ). Assume that T is
• closed, eager, regular

• leaf-only for the set of all ¬Dpρ, ¬Rpρ, Eqρ, ¬Qqρ

• contiguous for the set of all pairs {Rpσpρ,Dp1σpρ} and
{Qqγqρ,¬Ep1γqρ}.

For inner nodes N of T with children N1, . . . ,Nk define acc-ipol(N),
depending on the form 1–16 of which clause(N) is an instance:

i. Form 2–5, 7–8: acc-ipol(N) def=
∨k

i=2 acc-ipol(Ni).

ii. Form 10–15: acc-ipol(N) def=
∧k

i=2 acc-ipol(Ni).

iii. Form 6,16: Let N ′ be the complementary ancestor of N2.

a. If color(N ′) = color(N2), then acc-ipol(N) def= acc-ipol(N3).

b. Form 6 with clause(N) = (¬Dp ∨ ¬Rp ∨ Dp1)ρ,
color(N2) = red and color(N ′) = blue:

acc-ipol(N) def= ∀v1 . . . ∀vn (¬Rpρ ∨ acc-ipol(N3))Θ,

where Θ = {t1 7→ v1, . . . , tn 7→ vn}, {t1, . . . , tn} =
T (¬Rpρ) \ T (DEF→(F ) ∧ branchred(N)) and v1, . . . , vn

are fresh variables.

c. Form 16: analogously to 6, but with ∃

• Base cases are covered by forms 2 and 10 with k = 1

• Correctness proof with weakened notion of access interpolant that
considers the “intermediate” forms of DEF→(F ), branchred(N),
DEF←(G ) and branchblue(N)

11. Tableau Properties and Conversions

• Eager: only leafs are closed (by simplification)

• Regular: no ancestor with same label (by simplification [Let99b])

• Contiguous: literals in S do not occur with an intermediate node on
a branch (by simplification)

• Leaf-only: literals in S are only in leafs (expensive conversion)

1. Let N be the inner node with literal is in S that is first visited in
pre-order. Let N ′ be the parent of N

2. Create a copy U of the subtree rooted at N ′. In U remove the edges
that originate in the node corresponding to N

3. Replace the edges originating in N ′ with those originating in N

4. For each leaf descendant M of N ′ that is complementary to N :
attach a copy of U to M

N ′

N1

T1

Ni−1

Ti−1

N = Ni

Ti

Ni+1

Ti+1

Nk

Tk

. . . . . . ⇒

N ′

T ′i

N ′

M∗
⇒

N ′

M

NC
1

T C
1

NC
i−1

T C
i−1

NC
i∗

NC
i+1

T C
i+1

NC
k

T C
k

. . . . . .

12. Hypertableau Example

dε

e′ε

¬e′∅ r(g)

¬e′∅ e′1(g)

¬de ¬r(g) d1(g)

¬d1(g) s(g , f (g))

¬e′1(g) ¬s(g , f (g)) e′11

¬e′11

∀x (¬r(x) ∨ ∃y (s(x , y) ∧ >))
|= ¬∃x (r(x) ∧ ∀y (¬s(x , y) ∨ ⊥))

13. Concluding Remarks

• Perspective different from calculi: tableau is given

• Re-combining clauses (resolution) at separate preprocessing of F and G

• Craig-Lyndon interpolation is implemented in PIE [Wer16]

• Planned: access interpolation with conversions and with hypertableaux
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